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Poetry



2:17 AM
Dan Baucom

The sunlight dislodges from my throat,
shakes as a savage ascertaining his 
disposition,
bucks like a bull built of balefire,
slips and rips through flush thicket,
hammocks the happy havoc of my heart,
divines the anoesis within the fold of 
a gardenia; busts into a halt.
She opens her eyes, again, with the 
most igneous of attention.
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It’s cold, wet, and striped of any light
The day You were put in the ground
I couldn’t cease my tears, nor could the 
sky 
All the familiar faces blur together-- 
their stares like hands 
Holding me as they walk by--
With a hold as tight as Death itself.
Even the people that never came around 
when You were here,  
They takes time to pay their dues.
Maybe they think it will benefit them in 
the end?
The raindrops continue to fall down-
-blending with my tears
I will miss all that You were, was, and 
would be...
And with each day--Your absence consumed 
me more 
Til one night, after a haunting knocking 
of the door-- clad in black--
The Reaper came to comfort me-- as I gave 
him me now.

Acceptance
Brandy Deason
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I am the little pink blanket defined by 
her lace

I am not the little blue blanket who is 
destined for adventure

I am the little rock whose purpose is 
to stay in her place

I am not the little rock who travels 
upstream for risky venture

Who am I?
Hysteria may affect what I say

For I do not know whether my tongue 
will hold

When I rejoice in song and participate 
in foul play

I am not the lace on my little pink 
blanket

I am not the rock who stays her in 
place

Although I am anxious
I stand by my identity thanklessly

Am I or Am I Not?
Amanda Ritz
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Existential Ramblings 
of a Madman

A.B.

as we all are players
can we not be pawns as well?
you searched me for answers
I recall everything that lives
is destined to die
did you find what you're looking for?
are your happy or satisfied
in the truth of society?

so they say we are free to rule ourselves
but in a controlled experiment
and we are aware but removed
unchained only in our capacity
to view the passing juggernaut
as we fight to live out this terrible life
full of sadness and strife
all the while entertaining the invisible 
masses

they look on with disguises
the masks they wear bare soulless stares
all complacent without a care
so unaware
so unaware
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the popular paradigm erodes my mind
washing the taste from my pallette
burning the touch of my skin
damping the noise of my ears
clouding the sight of my eyes
as I begin to feel...
no more
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Farther, harder, higher,
Our society pushes us to be.

Deadly as wildfire,
We only want to be free!

They say life is taken for granted,
But life is purely taken.
Stripped from us, canted,
It’s time to be awaken!

Awaken from our blind slumber.
To see what we’ve been deprived.

A world filled with awesome wonder,
We’ve yet to realize.

We are scared for our failure,
And run from our competitors.
But failures in our nature,

We must become the predators.

Life’s not about being discouraged,
A bird’s nest is in the sky.

It’s time to spread your wings and 
flourish!

Don’t be afraid to fly.

Failure is Being Afraid 
to Fly

Caitlyn Vester
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Fleece Lined Longings
Jaimee Sharp

Fleece lined longing
The cold bitter bite 
Of lonely musings
Of "what could be". 

Thin sleeves to cover long rolling seas
Of beautiful softness, the heat of its 
rhythm
So enticing, so soothing, 
Leaving the seafarer longing
for a sweet caress
by the ever inviting ocean depths.

The waves grow faster with each impassioned 
cry, enveloping all her admirers in thick 
lovely warmth. 

Encased in fleece, voluntarily imprisoned, a 
victim of an infinite and violent winter. 
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I am the skyscraper alone in the midst of 
the forest.
The caged animal surrounded by flashing 
cameras.
A single rain cloud on an otherwise sunny 
day. 

My feathers grow heavy like steel plates. 
Concrete and metal seal my feet to a sin-
gle spot. 
My roar is a tidal wave clapping to the 
land like the bang of thunder in the clear 
night sky. 

I am a homeless man in a mansion. 
The prodigal son without a father. 
My ankles and hands feel empty as the 
chains that bound them crumble. 

The mocking call of animals in the 
wilderness scream my name. 
They demand an answer- they require my 
response. 

For the Loneliest of Lions
Christopher West
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I scream back ‘I was the lion in the 
cage but now I am free’. 

The jungle silences and the darkness 
overcomes the night. 
Prison doors- different than the ones 
before- slam shut. 
I am again, alone. 
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We found him in the corner of the kitchen
Beside the Cheddar-topped mouse trap, 
still unsprung.
He was lying on his side, perfectly still.
He had chosen sticky glue on black plas-
tic.

How long had he lain in this mountain 
cabin
Stuck in the same gooey grip, a week 
perhaps?
Did he struggle on his quicksand dead-end 
road?
Did he die of fright or cardiac arrest.?

He may have slowly felt the pangs of 
hunger
And had visions of nuts and peanut butter.
Did he choose between a quick snap to the 
neck
Or slow death, less painful, but squeak-
ingly slow?

Did he formulate a plan that fateful day
To stay the course of his life and stick 
to it ?

High Altitude Mouse
Dorothea Stewart-Gilbert
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Much safer and more satisfying to him J
He lived by his decision and died by it.

I think that I would have chosen the spring 
trap.
If it snapped on me, one sharp jolt, then 
the dark.
But it could have missed me if I moved 
quickly
Or snapped shut just on my foot. Such has 
happened.
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I Want You
Chloe Rhine 

I want to slip out of my skin on a Sunday 
night
I want to touch the earth with a raw hand 
and feel every piece of it
I want to be good at being with someone
And better at being alone
I want you to know that love isn’t enough 
for us
Because you can’t see the stars
I want to whisper to the trees when the 
sun comes up
About how I loved you once
Then I loved you twice
I want to lay in the flower bed
And let the morning dew drip over my 
bones
I want to feel the lives I can’t live
And not wish I was someone else
I want to run barefoot with the wolves
Without wondering if I scare you
I want to not want to scare you
I want to scare you
Away.
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Love-Letter
Allyson Kerr

A love-letter is roseate stained tissue,
Misted beneath a cloud of lavender, 
Gentle and ceaseless curves of ink debut,
An equal flame that cannot surrender:
Words perceivable only to one eye,
Crimson lips seal its essence with a kiss,
And despite she ne’er receives a reply, 
Endlessly committed to the abyss: 
Even her everlasting devotion,
Nor the courage in his brave weeping heart,
Could pluck his fainting soul out of motion,
Finally, free from this world to depart,
But though her truelove rests in paradise,
There is no peaceful bliss in sacrifice.
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Love’s Essence
Allyson Kerr

Her hair, 
once a crown of delicate curls, 
is now painted, 
like wispy clouds, 
streaked across a soft, starry 
night’s sky.
Yet her smile is luminous, 
and the tender love that cascades 
from her heart,
a waterfall of crystal bliss flow-
ing,
a sweet essence,
envelopes every soul in her pres-
ence,
flowing like the lush skirts we 
wore,
on a bygone warm summer’s day,
as we danced a hula sway,
to a dreamy groove,
gentle and graceful,
like my great grandmother. 
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Monthly Miscommunication
Vincent Detmer

June wanted to say, “I was busy.”
June texted that “I was bus.”
May responded, “Hey bus, how is car?”

June wanted to say, “What’s up with you?”
June texted, “What soup with you?”
May responded, “Broccoli and cheddar. Please 
and thank you.”

June wanted to say, “How is your mom doing?”
June texted, “Who is your mom doing?”
May responded, “Hopefully my dad!”

June wanted to say, “I am doing good”
June texted, “I am doing god”
May responded, “So, is God a chick?”

June wanted to say, “You know what I meant.”
June texted, “You know what I meat.”
May responded, “Is it steak? I hope it’s 
steak”

The right girl is hard to fund.
A terrible speller is essay to forgive.
A girl who finds comedy in your eros…
Well, she’s your one true glove. 
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Moving to Suburbia
Christopher West

Feet cut from stepping on jagged rocks in 
the field,
hands calloused from carrying collards near-
ly a miles quarter. 
The smell of fresh dirt rises high,
And chaotic sounds of birds call the day 
into order. 

I was taken from a far away place,
And find myself now in this distant land. 
Not like my home where my footprints lie in 
fresh clay,
And potatoes were buried in hard sand. 

I lay my head between cookie cutter homes,
The exteriors seem different but the inside 
wear the same color coat. 
Food is pulled from convenient shelves,
Wealthy men’s name line the bags I tote. 

Now fields fall under power lines and inside 
picket fences,
Flowers and trees can be admired for a toll. 
Mother Nature is trampled under careless 
foot,
But oh how she will rise up in delightful, 
unpitying droll. 
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Nothing There
Brandy Deason

When I wake in the morning, the sun shines 
through the curtains.
It reminds me that there is nothing there 
to stop the curtains from teasing the 
light. 
As I shower, the soap runs down--circling 
the drain and makes me think no matter how 
much soap I use, no matter how hot the
water,-- I can't wash away what lies 
beneath. 
Beneath all the bubbles, all my skin.
Like a disease it clings to my insides 
making me want nothing to be there.
As I make breakfast the eggs make me 
envision cancer. How there starts one yolk 
and you fight it breaking it up but it 
spreads causing more prominent bumps. Their 
color like chemo patients after an 
appointment revealing cases of jaundice.
As I head for the door, I can feel the pain 
festering inside me. It starts silent as 
winter--cold and desolate--
And as it strengthens from fear it effects 
all those around me. I realize there will 
be nothing anywhere I go.
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There is never anything.
All that is there are faces of pity-- heavy 
with stares-- all waiting for the end.
Except it's not like the movies. It's just 
real debilitating, like a predator's prey. 
It gives good signs, like a miracle. Then it 
returns-- the greatest hitman-- And finishes 
the job leaving nothing there.
Families are torn and in denial that there 
is nothing there. Some wish there'd never 
been anything there to begin with. They bury 
the body. 
The body is cold, discolored, and left with 
nothing inside. 
Only to have a service and be placed in the 
ground--where there is nothing-- And left 
there as if nothing is there. 
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Running Off the Cough
Christopher West

I thought I could run you off.
You were the cigarette that quit me cold 
turkey,
Everything you touched smelled of smoke, 
you were the fire that filled my lungs. 

Something suddenly snapped.
The world looked anew,
Fresh dew painted the grass,
Someone turned on the great Christmas 
lights in the sky. 

The darkness of night reflected the color 
of your green eyes. 
In that moment I felt you there,
On the worst day of my life, 
There was a new air under my feet that 
night. 
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Seasonal Depression
Chloe Rhine 

The summer whispers
"Don't fall in love with me"
As it is fleeting
It lures you in
It gives you a taste of sunshine
Of living on the brighter side
Then it leaves once you think
You've got your hands on the sun
But the sun is on fire
Your hands are burning
You've got to let go
You've got to let it leave
Summer doesn't love you back
It never did
Be careful
Don't be a fool
Don't hang on to something
So unapologetically cruel.
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The Boy from Taiwan
Jeremiah Handlon

I was young and foolish and full of love, 
Seeing you, your look, 
Your eyes, trapping me like a hook 
We only met through the stars above; 
I loved every part of you, 
The wildman and the crazy, 
The calm and the lazy, 
And then you would scream and I knew; 
It was gone 
My soul was blew out 
And turned and beyond any doubt 
Ran off with the boy from Taiwan.
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The Grey Scenery 
Carrington T. Davis

Rain Drops Fall Upon My Window Seal
I Can feel A Sense of Relief In Every 
Drop.
Why Stop For Sunshine? For Sometimes We 
Need Rain.
The Way It Descends from The Sky And Rests 
Upon My Brain.

The Way It Hits The Streets Then Rolls 
Beneath My Feet 
The Concrete Gets Darker as it is Consumed 
By 
The Grey Scenery.
 
Why Stop For Rainbows?
The Lord Knows We Need Rain.
To follow the scorching Sun, Like Relief 
After The Pain.

I Could Sit In the Midst All Day 
If it Wouldn't do Me Harm
But Just Like We Need Rain, We Need the 
Sun To Come Along. 
The Grey Scenery.
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The Letter
Jeremiah Handlon

It’s hard to move on, 
Past the boy from Taiwan 
Because you’re haunting my sleep 
And only your ghost hears me weep 
The abusive hand of time 
Calls the days you were mine 
Talking all night online 
Then your mind broke down the fault line 
You ran away 
Like a game we would play 
Your ghost stuck in the doorway 
Here with me till doomsday

To The Boy From Taiwan
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The Winged Bird Desires 
to Sing

Caitlyn Vester

The veil of life forever covers,
Hiding Earth’s amazing colors.

Colors that love, colors that grow.
Colors that hate, and colors we don’t 

know.
We constantly demand more from the sky.
As if she would hear our soulful cry.
But the more we receive, the more that 

is lost.
Nothing comes without a cost.

If the broken bird desires a wing,
The winged bird desires to sing.
Never satisfied, never ceasing.

Our yearn for More is without meaning.
If the universe is salt water to the 

tongue,
The more you drink, the thirstier you 

become.
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The last leaf falls from the last few 
trees.
Thank God!
That means there won’t be any more bees.
All the plants have withered up and are 
dead.
Good thing.
Now it’ll be well lit when I get out of 
bed.
It’s cold out. Everything begins to freeze.
So, what? 
Now I can go out and won’t have to sneeze.

Now you have to go outside dressed up in 
layers!
I don’t know a polite way to say it but, 
who cares?
The sun very rarely shines and there is a 
good chance it will snow.
That just means classes will get cancelled, 
and I won’t have to go.
For a few more months,
All the plants and bugs will be dead.
I say again. Thank God.
Now can I stay cozy and warm in my bed.

Winter Has Come at Last
Vincent Detmer
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Prose



Downtown Durham is deadly in this extreme 
of a downpour. Despicable raindrops dive as 
disparity hammers depression deep down. The 
drivers outside drift around the bar delib-
erating whether they dare to abandon their 
car downhill in the midst of where such a 
dreadful downpour drains.  Desperation ulti-
mately decides most things. 

Despair clouds out doubt as a door cracks 
with a shout and the dark outside departs. 
Dipping deeper into the dim recesses of dis-
illusioned drinkers on back porch decks of 
the downtown smog.  Down toward the dark bar 
where dirt drains and dreary scents draft, 
the distances between us diligently evapo-
rate, die, then disappear. Daring darts 
dreadfully dip past just as the past parts 
painfully apart. Your poor memory now pro-
verbially remarked. 

Start to finish. Drinks crease the sound of 
her sparkling stylish stammer as broken sal-
utation fades to black. Shots stop the sweet 
sayings of your slick (not so) selective 
and soothing manners. Smacking lips slip out 
sugary words like saws sliding across soaked 

(A)Litterally Drinking in the Moment
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sycamore stalks after an early summer driz-
zle. 

Even your most street smart smirks smear 
like a scarecrow’s silly smile as the bars’ 
patron’s slow moving stares stain the bars 
surface with the same sins that shuffle from 
your self-centered soul. Simply put, power 
pleases people but certain persons precipi-
tate radiance that neither scientists’ po-
tions nor artists potency could replicate 
and erase. 

You. Just you. Break my steady pace and re-
place the bass notes with gentle hummmsss of 
humble heartfelt hymns hymning from chords 
of a harmonious harp. Just like the Huns 
would hunt hollowed ground for healing herbs 
to treat their wounded after the horrors of 
hours of harsh war, hell could only hope, 
here and now, that her heart would heap and 
hove until it hopped on the 12:30 bus for 
Hartford. Out of here. Clear of his hollowed 
out heart. 

Poor people pick up their jackets and post-
pone their plans as they begin to shift to-
wards the door. Drunk.  

Pain is often painted picturesque. But hang-
ing pictures are merely forgeries of fan-
tastic frets of families feuds and fire at 
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the feet of foreboding forbearers. This love 
lends freely life’s lemons. 

Hopes hang there behind the bar. In the 
dusty wooden picture frame. Her smile. Her 
warmth. 
Lust liters. The light above the fake yellow 
picture flickers. 

Shine your light, little bulb. Shine on.  
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The Man
Vincent Detmer

 The Man stumbled onto the street from 
the alley. A young couple that had been 
walking to a new church saw the man and, 
less surprisingly, smelled him as he stum-
bled onto the sidewalk.

“Excuse me sir” the young lady said, “we are 
on our way to the South Harmon Congregation-
al; would you care to join us?”
“Let me as…(hiccups)…k you something. Are 
you just asking (hiccups again) me because 
I look like I could use some religion in my 
life or have you asked everyone you have 
passed this morning?” 
“I only ask because it seems you have fallen 
from grace, but the lord is quite forgiv-
ing!” she replied. 
“I think they are offering lunch to those 
who show up for the service” exclaimed the 
young man.
“No thanks, I don’t go to church to eat” the 
Man said responding to the young man.

The three of them parted ways but the young 
lady was unhappy with the Man’s dismissive 
remarks. Alas, there was nothing for her to 
do. 
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“I think we should pray for that man!” 
“Uh, yeah that sounds good” the young man 
responded as though he was lost in some oth-
er thoughts.

 As the young couple arrived at the new 
church they were greeted with open arms and 
took a pair of empty seats in one of the 
back pews. The service wouldn’t begin for 
another ten minutes as the pastor was run-
ning a bit late. The Man came into the 
church and stood at the podium.
“Let us pray!” The Man said with conviction.
The service began and continued for an hour 
and a half. The Man gave a passionate sermon 
on judgement, both by God and by others. 
The young lady stared in awe and confusion, 
as she was certain that the pastor, who was 
now delivering the sermon on judgement, was 
the very same scruffy, smelly, stumbling, 
and slurred speech man they had seen drunk-
enly exit the alley. 

 As the sermon came to a close, the Pas-
tor invited the congregation to join togeth-
er downstairs for lunch. And so exited the 
crowd. The Pastor stood off to the corner of 
the room and chatted with those who seemed 
to be regular in attendance before trying to 
greet some of the newer faces to the church. 
The young man went to gather a plate for 
himself and the young lady. As he began his 
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meal, the young lady went to greet the pas-
tor.

“Excuse me Pastor!” the young lady called 
out. 
“Yes, my dear” replied the Pastor. 
“Were you not the man who drunkenly stumbled 
onto the sidewalk earlier this morning?” 
“Hmm… perhaps I was; the morning has been a 
bit of a blur I must admit.” 
“How can you go from a drunken stupor to 
leading a congregation of good Christians in 
prayer? Have you no shame?” the young lady 
asked in a hushed but slowly angering tone.
“Shame huh?” he replied in a calm smirking 
manner. “We all have things to be ashamed of 
my dear. But those shames should not drive 
us from our responsibilities. As I feel the 
shame and headaches of my decisions last 
night I encourage you to think of the shame-
ful thing you did this morning.”
“I did nothing shameful this morning! I woke 
up, showered, got dressed, and walked with 
my boyfriend to church. At what point did I 
do something shameful?” she responded like a 
fire ready to combust.
“You unfairly judged. Without any insight 
into my life you assumed that I was a fall-
en man, that I had no path to the light of 
the Almighty, that I was a sinner in need of 
saving. You cast your judgement without so 
much as a ‘hello, how are you?’ You present-
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ed your judgement by asking if I wanted to 
go to church, looking down upon me as though 
you had no sin of your own. We are all equal 
in His eyes and we should treat each other 
as such.”
“But you are a drunk!” the young lady re-
plied. “A drunkard shall not inherit the 
kingdom of heaven” a verse she felt the pas-
tor had missed in his readings. “As a man of 
the faith you should know this. Are you not 
interested in being invited into His kingdom 
on the day of your death?”
The Pastor smiled and smirked. “I know Cor-
inthians quite well actually. I am well 
aware that my nighttime reprieve is not ac-
cepted but have you considered that this 
drunkenness is but one in a lifetime of 
sins?”

 The young lady felt the sudden need 
to take a step back from the Pastor, equal 
parts from fear and worry. She went back to 
the company of the young man who had just 
cleaned off his second plate. “You should 
try this turkey!” the young lady hardly reg-
istered the suggestion before she walked to 
the bathroom to settle her nerves.
“But one in a lifetime of sins” she said 
mockingly “that could mean any number of 
things… maybe he was a shoplifter, or an 
adulterer, or maybe…” the next accusation 
would have to wait as some other ladies had 
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entered. She gathered herself a moment and 
went back to address the Pastor with hope… 
to accomplish what exactly, she did not 
know. At this point the Pastor had moved to 
the door in order to say goodbye to his con-
gregation. There were still a few church go-
ers sprinkled about the room either cleaning 
up or talking to others.

“Hey babe, you ready to go?” The young man 
had finished his lunch and was ready to get 
home… kickoff was in 20.
“Oh sure… just give me a few minutes” walk-
ing away mid-sentence, leaving her boyfriend 
with little excuse not to help the older la-
dies who were now hoping he could move some 
heavy stuff around.
“Excuse me, Pastor?”
“Hmm, yes my dear?”
“What exactly did you mean by ‘a lifetime of 
sins’?”
“We have all sinned my dear. Some to greater 
extents and evils than others. As the Lord 
had once said ‘let he who is among us with-
out sin cast the first stone’ or something to 
that effect. It varies from Bible to Bible. 
It’s an old saying that is meant to remind 
us of our sinful nature. Something that per-
haps you had long forgotten, my dear. As for 
your question of what exactly, I would pre-
fer not to discuss that in polite company.”
“If you can’t even discuss your sins then 
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how can you expect God to forgive them?” Her 
tone seemed to grow with anger and confusion 
with each syllable. “Why is a sinner leading 
a congregation? How can you even stand upon 
that podium and lecture on the Bible when 
you don’t practice its message?”
“It is not my goal to get into Heaven.” He 
responded with no hesitation. “My path is 
a simple one; to lead others to the gates 
of Heaven. I have sinned, yes? But it is 
through my folly that I can show others the 
path of the righteous, one which I seem to 
fall off monthly. If God is merciful, then I 
shall stand at the gates as the doorman or 
the guide. If not, then I suppose it’s off 
to Hell I go. But if my sacrifices and sins 
allow me to lead others to those gates… then 
I suppose I will be happy. Does that answer 
your question?” 
The young lady stood in silence and gently 
nodded her head. 
“Now, allow me to ask you again; are you 
inviting me because I look like I could use 
some religion in my life or have you asked 
everyone you have passed this morning?” 
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When I was a child at the age of seven years 
old, I was an extremely rambunctious child. 
I did not listen and I always desired to 
have things go my way. When I was a kid, I 
loved riding my bike around the neighbor-
hood while having the sun beam down on me 
like a light bulb illuminating the inside 
of a broiling oven, but I did not care. I 
was just happy that I had my friends to play 
with me. When, I completed my chores, my mom 
would always provide me with a snack and 
something to drink before sending me out-
side. She would always lecture me about how 
I should not talk to strangers, what time 
I should come back in the house and how I 
should not ride my bike on the road. Most of 
the time, her words would go through one ear 
and out of the other. Mead’s pool is a pub-
lic community pool in Elizabeth City, North 
Carolina where people would go swimming dur-
ing the summer months. On a hot summer day 
at the pool, a woman in a polka dotted swim-
suit would change my life forever.
 Sharon, a great friend of mine, in-
vited me to her house one day to play with 
her dolls. Within twenty minutes of play-
ing, I had to depart because Sharon told me 

The Woman in the Polka Dotted 
Swimsuit

Mariah Scales
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that she was going to the pool. I wanted to 
go, but her mother said there was not enough 
room in the car for me to come. Her reply 
annoyed me, due to the fact that my friend 
was leaving. I would no longer have anyone 
to play with. 
 I searched for kids all over the neigh-
borhood. I knocked on almost every door, but 
no kids could come outside and play. Eventu-
ally, I gave up and went back to my house. I 
played by myself for the rest of the day.
The next day, Sharon came knocking at my 
door like any other day; she asked my mom 
if I could come out and play. This made me 
rather excited, so I dressed up and went 
outside. I asked Sharon about her day at 
Mead’s pool. I did not know about Mead’s 
pool prior to her telling me. She proceeded 
by informing me on how fun it was, and con-
tinued to speak on the wonderful things she 
accomplished during her time at Mead’s pool. 
She persuaded me so well that I also decided 
that going to the pool would be a fantastic 
idea. One Friday morning my mom dropped me 
off at my grandmother’s house so she could 
go to work. She informed me that if I be-
haved then we could do whatever I wanted to 
do for the weekend. However, I was not on 
my best behavior. Of course, my grandmother 
sided with me and did not tell all.
 On this particular day, it was scorching 
hot outside. Due to the inclement weather, 
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it was too hot to ride my bike so I decided 
that it would be the perfect day to go to 
the pool. I ran inside my house to ask my 
mom if she would mind taking me to the pool. 
Surprisingly, she said,“yes.” I was so ex-
cited so I hurried and put on my new pink, 
one-piece swimsuit with colorful flowers that 
my mom bought for me early in the summer. I 
packed my towel, flip flops and sunglasses. I 
was now well equipped for the pool. Then, 
my mom, brother and I were headed out the 
door and on our way to Mead’s pool. When we 
arrived at the pool, a small brick build-
ing with light blue paint welcomed people at 
the entrance gate. We entered the building, 
and a man greeted us. My mother had to pay 
in order for us to enter the pool area. Af-
ter she paid, I ran through the gate with an 
abundance of joy. 
 There were a numerous amount of kids al-
ready playing in the water so I wanted to 
get in as soon as possible. My mom lectured 
me once more on what to do; she told me not 
to talk to strangers and not to go into the 
deep end of the pool because I was not big 
enough. She pointed me in the direction of 
the kiddie pool. I was not happy about it 
because the majority of the kids who were my 
age were in the bigger pool.
 My brother and I would play in the kid-
die pool for a little while, but eventually, 
I became very bored. Although, I knew my mom 
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told me that I could not go into the deep end 
of the pool. I decided that I would disobey 
her and go anyway. I planned to sneak over 
when my mom was not looking. Finally, my mom 
left her beach chair to go to the concessions 
to buy snacks. This would be my only chance, 
so I proceeded by walking toward the other 
side of the pool. The further I went, the 
less of my body would be revealed. I kept go-
ing until I reached the point where I could 
no longer take any more steps. Under my feet, 
I could no longer feel the pool floor!
Immediately, I began to panic. I struggled to 
keep my head above water, but for some odd 
reason, I was not able to make myself float. 
Then, that is when I realized that I did not 
know how to swim. I screamed for help! It 
seemed as if no one could hear me. I gasped 
for air. The water burned my nostrils. I felt 
like I was trying hard to breathe. Then out 
of nowhere, I felt a huge splash next to me 
in the water. I felt something grab me and 
pull me from the water. I thought I had been 
saved by an angel. 
 When I opened my eyes, I saw a woman 
with blonde hair, wearing a black one-piece 
swimsuit with white polka dots. My eyes felt 
like someone had dried all of the moisture 
out with a hairdryer, and the water left a 
bitter taste in my mouth of salt and chlo-
rine. I cried because I realized I should 
have listened to my mother when she told me 
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to stay away from the deep end of the pool. 
I also realized that not all strangers are 
bad. 
 This story happened twelve years ago, 
and I still have not learned how to swim. 
I am terrified to go near any deep water. I 
became a better listener; although, I dis-
obeyed my mother a few times after the in-
cident. I learned a valuable lesson. I will 
never forget the woman in the polka dotted 
swimsuit who saved my life.
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When I Remember to Forget
Christopher West

I sometimes think I’ll run into you. Struck 
by happenstance. Coincidence. Serendipity. 
Dumb luck.  Stuck.  Right there in the moment 
that I prayed would never occur but hoped so 
fervently for.  Standing in between a rock 
and a hard place, yearning for an exit door.   

Imagine us meeting by chance in the library 
or on the street. No specific or special day. 
A Tuesday afternoon, after a bit of a driz-
zle perhaps. Imagine that I reach for a pear 
in the grocery store, as do you at the exact 
same time and our hands meet.  Or picture us 
walking down the isle, lazily shopping the 
meat. 

I wonder what I would say or more realisti-
cally, what you’d say. Because at this point, 
after the hours lost in thought concerning 
this encounter, I know what I’d say. I would 
say, “stay”.  Again. Because I hadn’t learned 
my lesson the countless encounters like this 
before.  

Given the chance, I would hit my knees right 
there in the center of isle 12, next to the 
green peas, and tell you how much I have 
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missed you. Listing all the things I’d 
change to win you back. I would say that I 
would give anything but what an understate-
ment that is! Because I’ve already given 
most of what I am. 

I day dream. Picturing your voice and that 
cute little laugh. The feeling of our hands 
intertwined and the taste of your lips on 
mine.  That crooked smile that I know I 
cannot win back.  Those green eyes that 
would divert sailors’ eyes from the ocean 
blue and sink ships into jagged rocks given 
the chance. 

My mind always finds that point where the 
questions seem to flood in faster than the 
ship can take water. What went wrong? Where 
did I slip? Could I have changed? Where 
would we be today... if.... just if...?  If 
I had not been me and you had not been you. 

Then the music hits me like a grand piano 
falling from the sky. We didn’t work be-
cause you never tried. But is that all?   
Is that why I died inside? 

Surely not, there must be more than this to 
that.  As I kick harder, I dive deeper.  My 
arms become heavy and my legs feel trapped 
in the mud I pulled up from turning over 
rocks in my all too thorough investigation 
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of what caused this romantic toil to spoil. 

I remember you flirting with my best friend 
and laughing when I still tried. I remember 
the mean things you said and the night my 
grandma got sick. That time I broke down and 
cried. And I remember when you ridiculed me 
for it.  Do you remember that because I do.  

And then.... all of a sudden.... it’s gone. 
That feeling of bliss and hope. The chance 
encounter. That joyful ‘what if’ song. Poof. 
Gone. It turns out this day dream was a 
nightmare all along. 

It suddenly slips away but, despite that, 
there remains this emptiness where it 
once sat. An empty space on my shelf that 
shouldn’t bear this much weight. This dark-
ness clouding its way through. This broken 
picture frame memory of you. 
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A Casual Stroll 
Through My Mind

Yelitza Maldnado 
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Amazing!
Rebecca Smith
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Consciousness
Rebecca Smith 
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Magic 
Rebecca Smith 
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St. Charles Bridge
Anne Patton
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The Marvelous Mind
Rebecca Smith
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Verloren Dromen
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Young
Chloe Rhine
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Busch Gardens Lake 
Rebecca Smith 
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Cinderella’s Castle
Rebecca Smith
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Daisy 
Rebecca Smith
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Kivett
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Rebecca Smith
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Rainbow Over 
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Rolling Thunder 
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